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1 Introduction
In this Ph.D. thesis we have investigated the
effects of resolving ambiguous place names (a
task commonly referred to as Toponym Dis-
ambiguation (TD)) in some Information Re-
trieval (IR) tasks, more specifically the Ge-
ographical Information Retrieval (GIR) and
Question Answering (QA) tasks.
In order to achieve this goal, we have stud-
ied different toponym repositories, mostly
WordNet1 and Geonames2. We developed
toponym disambiguation methods, applying
them to the GeoCLEF3 collection, evaluating
results in IR with the queries of past Geo-
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1http://wordnet.princeton.edu
2http://www.geonames.org
3http://ir.shef.ac.uk/geoclef/
CLEF campaigns and in QA with questions
from past CLEF-QA campaigns. We have
studied the following problems:
1. The difference in performance of differ-
ent TD methods on the same collection;
2. The difference in performance of the
same TD method, using different to-
ponym repositories, on the same collec-
tion;
3. How these differences may affect the
overall performance of the GIR and QA
tasks;
4. How the overall performance in GIR and
QA scales with respect to the number of
errors introduced in TD;
5. How task granularity may affect the
performance in TD (disambiguation at
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street level implies more difficulties that
disambiguation at city level).
In order to carry out part of the work,
we produced two resources that have been
freely released: Geo-WordNet4, a mapping of
WordNet synsets to geographical coordinates
extracted from Geonames; and GeoSemCor,
a version of SemCor where the geographi-
cal entities have been automatically tagged.
Part of the work resulted in the develop-
ment of a prototype of a geographically-aware
search engine, Geooreka5.
2 Thesis Overview
In this thesis, we have addressed the chal-
lenges raised by the ambiguity of toponyms
in Information Retrieval. The work is struc-
tured as follows:
In Chapter 1, we introduce the objectives
of the thesis and detail the motivations of
this work and how it relates with similar
works. We also explain the possible applica-
tions of TD in various tasks and which prob-
lems may arise from the ambiguity of place
names in such applications. Chapter 2 pro-
vides an overview of Information Retrieval
and its evaluation.
Chapter 3 is dedicated to the most impor-
tant resources used as toponym repositories:
gazetteers and geographic ontologies. More-
over, the chapter provides an overview of the
currently existing text corpora in which to-
ponyms have been labelled with geographical
coordinates: GeoSemCor, CLIR-WSD, TR-
CoNLL and SpatialML.
In Chapter 4, the focus is on the ambi-
guity of toponyms and the methods for its
resolution; two different methods, one based
on WordNet and another based on map dis-
tances, were presented and compared over
the GeoSemCor corpus. A case study related
to the disambiguation of toponyms in an Ital-
ian local news collection is also presented in
this chapter.
In Chapter 5, we detail the experiments
that we carried out in order to study the
relation between GIR and toponym disam-
biguation, especially to understand under
which conditions toponym disambiguation
may help, and how disambiguation errors af-
fects the retrieval results.
4Listed in the official WordNet “related projects”
page: http://wordnet.princeton.edu/wordnet/related-
projects/
5http://www.geooreka.eu
In Chapter 6 we studied the effects
of TD on Question Answering, using the
SemQUASAR QA engine as a base system.
In Chapter 7, we present the geographical
web search engine Geooreka! and discuss
the importance of the disambiguation of to-
ponyms in the web. Finally, in Chapter 8
we summarise the contributions of the Ph.D.
thesis and present some ideas for further
work.
3 Thesis Contributions
The most important findings of the research
work are the following ones: off-the-shelf
gazetteers are not enough, by themselves,
to cover the needs of toponym disambigua-
tion above a certain detail, especially when
the toponyms to be disambiguated are road
names or vernacular names. In the “L’Adige”
news collection, about 10% of toponyms were
road or street names. The probability of a
street name to be ambiguous was calculated
to be 0.83, with respect to other classes of
toponyms which presented an ambiguity of
0.58. On average, the resource built for this
task presented an average ambiguity of 4.68
referents per toponym, compared to an aver-
age of 1.42 of a resource such as Geonames.
The second finding is that the ambiguity
level that is found in resources like WordNet
does not represent a problem: all referents
can be used in the indexing phase to expand
the index without affecting the overall perfor-
mance. In Table 1 we show the results calcu-
lated on the GeoCLEF test collection, with
toponym disambiguation or not, using Word-
Net or Geonames as toponym repository.
Disamb. Not Dis.
WordNet 0,217 0,221
Geonames 0,226 0,220
Table 1: Average MAP on GeoCLEF.
Finally, we found that disambiguation is
useful only in the case of short queries with
a detailed toponym repository, reflecting the
working configuration of web search engines.
The results in Table 1 were calculated using
only the topic title, where difference in aver-
age MAP between Geonames and WordNet-
based runs was statistically relevant (accord-
ing to Student’s t-test at 95%). The prelim-
inary results obtained with Geooreka! con-
firms that TD is a crucial feature in geograph-
ically constrained web searches.
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